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1. ACANCEH (Photos only)

2. BALAMKU
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ACANCEH, large pyramid adjacent to main plaza

SB
ACANCEH, Detail of stairway and aprom moldings, pyramid at main plaza
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SITE: BALAMKU DATE: March 13. 1937

NOTES ON" ENTRANCE TO MAIN GROUP

Recent (1996) excavations have revealed that entrance to the Main

Group was through a long building forming the southeast side of

tins complex, which is in the form of a large quadrangle. The

floor level of the courtyard is about 0.91 m higher than the level

of the natural ground level just beyond this entrance.

A stairway on the exterior side, with 5 risers, gives access

to a space (room ?) about 2.49 rn vide, with doorways on opposite

sides. A second stairway with only two risers leads down to the

inner courtyard (see sketch plan).

My notes indicate that the walls of this entryway were faced

with medium-sized, square to rectangular blocks, only moderately

well-dressed. We noted many long slabs in the debris which

appear to have been used in corbeled vaults, indicating that the

entryway (and adjacent spaces) were covered over with masonry

vaults.
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Entrance thru South Building

West annex, Str. I - Plan
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BALAMKU, Campeche
Main Group
G.F. Andrews, 1997
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BALAMKU, Main Group
- One-room building adjacent to Structure I
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Batamku, Main Group
- Entrance on south side
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SITE: BALAMKL DATE: March 13, 1397

STRUCTURE: "X"

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: One-room building with single, narrow

doorway on south side

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single-member, rectangular base

Size: 0.175 in high

Projection: 0.025 ra at top

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.71 m, top of base to bottom of medial molding or

sloping upper wall

Stonework: Walls faced with square to rectangular

moderately well-dressed blocks set in even courses.

Courses 0.175 m-0.20 m high

Thickness: Front wall 9.77 m thick at doorjambs

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

JAMBS: Jambs faced with small blocks, similar to those used

for wall facing

Lintels: No data; fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING: No data; fallen

UPPER WALL ZONE: No data; fallen

CORNICE: No data; fallen

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Local "unnamed" style

COMMENTS: It is almost impossible to classify this building in

terms of its architectural style as most of its more important

stylistic features, such as medial and cornice moldings, vault,

decorative elements, etc. are missing. The exterior stonework,
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which is similar to that seen in the adjacent building with

sculptured stucco facade, suggests a Late Classic construction

date. The large U-shaped bench, which fills much of the interior

floor space, is similar in form to similarly shaped benches found

in both the Peten and Rio Bee areas, though much lower than

would be typical for the latter areas.



SITE: BALAMKU DATE: March 13, 1997

STRUCTURE: "X"

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.11 m

Width: 2.16 m

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain; upper portions fallen

Thickness: Front wall 0.77 m thick at doorjamb

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks,

varying in size and shape

Doorways: Very narrow doorway, only 0.54 m wide.

Probably had stone lintel. Doorway faced with well-cut

blocks, similar to those seen in interior walls.

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None

Wall Openings: None

Platforms: Large, U-shaped bench fills most of room.

Bench is 0.30 m high

VAULTS: No data; completely fallen

OBSERVATIONS: Presence of large bench suggests residential

usage, but small size of building and location suggests some other

use
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BALAMKV, West Group

Pyramid-temple

below

BALAMKU, West Group

Central doorway, upper

temple
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BALAMKU, West Group
- main facade, upper temple
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BALAMKU, West Group, remains of mask over central doorway, upper temple
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upper temple, rear room BALAMKU, West Group
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upper temple, front room
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BALAMKU, West Group
-

Cordholder, upper temple
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BALAMKU, West Group
- residential building

BALAMKU, West Group
- residential building
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BALAMKU, West Group, residential building
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BALAMKU, West Group
- residential building
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BALAMKU, Rio Bee style residence, rearvit

BALAMKU, Rio Bee style residence
- detail of base molding



BALAMKU, Rio Bee style residence
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BALAMKU, Main Group -

south side, structures



BALAMKU, Main Group
-

Pyramid and stairway, Structure
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BALAMKU, Main Group
- Structure I, stairway of outer structure

BALAMKU, Main Group
- Structure I, mask on outer pyramid
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BECAN, Structure I. View of south side showing remains of "towers".
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SITE: BECAN DATE: March 9, 1997

NOTES ON STRUCTURE IV

In March of 1997 I recorded some architectural data on two rooms

on level 1 of tins building, which had been excavated since my

last visit to the site in 1995. I have arbitrarily numbered these

rooms as 34 and 35 (see plan).

Room 34 is the easternmost of these two rooms and Room 35

projects out to the north from the east end of Room 32. Both

rooms have low platforms in front and there is a narrow stairway

against the rear wall of Room 35 leading upward to level 2. The

lower portion of an additional stairway can be seen a short

distance east of Room 34. For details of these rooms see data

sheets dated March 9, 1997.
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SITE: BECAN DATE: March 3, 1997

STRUCTURE: IV

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 34. Level 1 (North Side, East End)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.62 ra

Width: 1.85 m at doorjamb

WALLS:

Height: 1.84 m top of bench to springline

Thickness: Exterior wall 0.71 m thick at doorjamb

Stonework: Walls faced with medium to large-sized roughly
dressed blocks. About 8 courses (+/-) Much spawi in

joints

Doorways: Doorway 1.56 m wide

Rod Sockets: None visible

Cordholders: None visible

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Platforms: Large U-shaped bench fills most of room. Bench

about 0.15 to 0.17 m high

Other: Rather narrow room with fairly crudely constructed

walls and vault

VAULTS:

Spring-line Offset: Varies; 0.075 to 0.10 m. Forms irregular

line

Height: Uncertain. 5 courses of vault stones in place

form: Vault faces have straight sides

Stonework: Vault faced with very roughly dressed slabs

with rounded faces; slightly tipped up

Capstones: No data; fallen

Crossbeams: No data

Other: Vault seems cruder than average Rio Bee vaults

OBSERVATIONS: Surfaces of both walls and vaults rather

irregular due to crude stonework. U-shaped bench is much lower

than usual benches of this kind
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SITE: BECAN DATE: March 9, 1997

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 35, Level 1, Rear (vorth Side)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 3.0G m

Width: 1.38 m

WALLS:

Height: 1.75 m top of low bench to springline

Thickness: Front wall 0.71 m thick at doorjamb

Stonework: Walls faced with 10 to 11 courses of roughly-

dressed blocks

Door way s: Doorway 1.33 m wide

Rod Sockets: Good sized rod sockets low in doorway; 0.23 m

above floor. 0.30 m to center from outside wall

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Platforms: Low L'-shaped bench fills most of room. Bench

about 0.18 m high

Other: Vault runs at right angles to main portion of

building

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: Very roughly made; no dimensions

possible

Height: About 0.94 m high

Form: Vault faces have straight sides

Stonework: Vaults faced with very roughly dressed slabs

with rounded ends. Much chinking in joints

Capstones: No data; fallen

Crossbeams: No data; fallen

Other: Most of vault fallen

OBSERVATIONS: Vault of this room at right angles to vaults of

adjacent room
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STRUCTURE IV, LOWER LEVEL
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BECAN, Campeche
Structure IV, Level 1

G.F. Andrews, 1997
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BECAN, Campeche ,

Structure VI II

G.F. Andrews, 1997
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SITE: CALAKMUL Amended 3/30/97

STRUCTURE: II DATE: 12/12/1994

This huge pyramidal structure, the second highest at Calakmul.

marks the south end of the Central Plaza. Like so many important

Maya structures. Structure II underwent many modifications and

additions over its lifetime and numerous construction phases have

been disclosed during its recent excavation. Structure II faces

north, and a monumental stairway on its north side, nearly 70

meters wide, gives access to a series of rooms on different levels

of the lower part of the pyramid. This lower section shows

Peten-type inset corners on its several levels. At the top of the

pyramid is an acropolis-like group of four structures, with the

highest to the south. This upper complex is reached by a second,

narrower stairway on the north side, which projects out beyond

the stepped sides of the upper portion of the pyramaid.

In addition to its huge size, Structure II is noteworthy for

its two very early stelae, both of which carry dates considerably-

earlier than the balance of the 100 plus stela so far found at the

site. One of these, Stela 43, stands on an upper terrace on the

north side of the lower portion of the pyramid and carries a date

of 541 A.D. A recently discovered stela, whch stands at the base

of the main stairway, carries an even earlier inscription which has

been dated to September 16, 431 A.D., making it the earliest known

date at Calakmul. It should be noted, however, that Stela 43 is

believed to have been reset in its present position and its date
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may not be contemporary with the surrounding architectural

elements.

During the Early Classic (250-600 A.D.), the north side of

the pyramidal foundation of Structure II was remodeled by

applying a new covering which included two huge masks, of more

than 4 meters in height, on both sides of the central staircase

(Carrasco, 1997). According to Carrasco, the stucco covered masks

were decorated in red, black, and blue.
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CALAKMUL, Temple II. View of south side from main plaza

CALAKMUL, Temple II. Stelae and rooms at lower level
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CALAKMUL, Temple II. Stairways and pyramid, south side
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CALAKMUL, Temple II.

plaza

South side as seen from CALAKMUL, Temple II. Stela, showing glyphs
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CALAKMUL, Temple II. Remains of huge mask, upper level, south side

CALAKMUL, Temple II. Detail of huge mask, south side
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CALAKMUL, Temple II. Uppermost pyramid-temple
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CALAKMUL, View looking southeast from top of Temple II

CALAKMUL, View looking southwest from top of Temple II
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SITE: CALAKMUL DATE: March 10, 1997

STRUCTURE: XIII, WEST WING

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Long gallery with several unexcavated

rooms behind and one small room at east end. Six exterior

doorways in gallery; one doorway to east end room(s). Building

stands on platform about 2.29 m high, with broad stairway on

south side. See plan

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details beloow are for south facade

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces south - 195 magnetic,

perpendicular to front wall

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Rectangular

Size: About 0.17 to 0.20 m high

Pro iection: 0.07-0.08 ra beyond face of wall above

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen. Best preserved

section is 2.06 m high from top of base to point where wall

is broken off

Stonework: Walls faced with 10 (+/-) courses of squarish to

rectangular blocks with moderately well dressed faces;some

spawl in joints

Thickness: Front wall 1.54 m thick at doorjamb

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Jambs faced with rectangular blocks similar to those

used in wall facings. Approximately 5 stones wide

Lintels: Fallen; undoubtedly made of wood

MEDIAL MOLDING: No data; completely fallen

UPPER WALL ZONE: Totally fallen; no data

CORNICE: No data; completely fallen



ROOF STRUCTURE: None

COMMENTS: I have identified this building as West Wing of

Structure XIII inasmuch as the east room butts up against the

west face of the projecting stairway of Structure XIII
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STRUCTURE XIII WEST WING PLAN
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CALAKMUL, Campeche
Structure XIII, West Wing
G.F. Andrews, 1997



SITE: CALAKMUL DATE: March 10, 1997

STRUCTURE XIII, WEST WING

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Gallery)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 22.75 m. At this point, gallery still filled with

debris to end of building. See sketch plan with dimensions

of front

Width: 2.74 m

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain but rear wall at least 2.97 m high without

reaching springline

Thickness: Front wall 1.54 m thick. Dividing wall to rear

room 1.85 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly dressed blocks

with much chinking in joints

Doorway: One doorway to room behind near right end. This

doorway 1.99 m wide; 4.71 m from right doorjamb to dividing

wall to adjacent room

Rod Sockets: None visible

Cordholders: None

Rings: None

Wall Openings: See comment about doorway

Platforms: None

Other: It appears there may have been an opening in right

end wall of gallery giving access to the smaller room at the

east end. Doorway apparently filled in at a later date

VAULTS: No data; completely fallen

OBSERVATIONS: This long gallery similar to galleries at

Dzibilchaltun, Edzna, Dzibanche, Tikal and many other sites

MG
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SITE: CALAKMUL DATE: March 10, 1997

STRUCTURE: XIII, WEST WING i

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 3.08 m

Width: 2.09 m

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain; upper portions fallen

Thickness: Exterior wall 1.55 a thick

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed square to

rectangular blocks

Doorways: Doorway 1.01 m wide

Rod Sockets: None visible

Cordholders: None

Rings: None visible

Wall Openings: Niche in rear wall about 1.14 m wide and no

more than 0.28 m deep making a kind of false doorway.

Bottom of niche 0.61 m above floor to main room.

Platforms: None, but see note regarding rear room

Other:

VAULTS: No data; completely fallen

OBSERVATIONS: I believe this room is a late addition formed by

adding a cross wall in what would otherwise have been a single

long gallery space
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SITE: CALAKMUL SITE NUMBER DATE: 3/10/1997

STRUCTURE: XV

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure XV consists of two main

components: 1) a superstructure with two long rooms, one behind

the other; and 2) a stepped pyramidal substructure with 7 main

bodies. A broad, projecting stairway on the west side gives

access from the plaza to the west to the upper temple. A row of

5 sculptured and dated stelae are found in front of this stairway.

See comments below for discussion of stelae.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces west

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding

Size: Not recorded

Projection: ?

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; upper portions fallen

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly dressed to

undressed blocks varying in size and shape

Thickness: Front wall 1.08 m thick at doorjambs

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:

Jambs: Jambs faced with irregularly shaped, only roughly-

dressed blocks as seen in wall facings

Lintels: Undoubtedly wood, given span, but now fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING: No data; upper part of walls fallen

UPPER WALL ZONE: No data; completely faUen

CORNICE: No data; fallen

ROOF STRUCTURE: None
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ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Rather typical Peten-style budding and

substructure

COMMENTS: According to Carrasco (1336 ), Structure XV was

constructed in two phases. The first phase corresponds to the

first half of the Late Classic period and its second phase

(remodeling) to the second half. Carrasco also states that "The

five stelae that precede (stand in front of) Structure XV are

divided into two groups that contain dates that go from 9.13.0.0.0

(692 A.D.) to 9.15.0.0.0 (771 A.D.). The first group (Stelae 73, 75,

and 76) would correspond to the (initial) construction of the

building, as would the second group (Stelae 74 and 76) to its

remodeling. According to these dates, the building was ordered to

be built during the rule of Jaguar Paw and its remodeling was

carried out after his capture.

Carrasco (1996 ) also reported the discovery of a burial

containing an embalmed mummy of a Maya lord under the floor of

Temple XV, and noted that this is the first case of an embalmed

mummy being found in Mesoamerica.

Carrasco's numbering and dating of the stelae associated

with Structure XV is at odds with the numbers and dates

proposed by Joyce Marcus (1987:83). According to Marcus, the

stelae are numbered from 75-79 and dated from 9.12.0.0.0 (Stela

75) to 9.13.0.0.0 (A.D. 692). Marcus' latest date, 9.13.0.0.0. is

Carrasco's earliest date. At the moment, I have no way of

accounting for these discrepancies, but would point out that

Carasco's numbers and dates were proposed 7-8 years later than

those of Marcus.
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SITE: CALAKMUL SITE NO. D\TE: March 10, 1997

STRUCTURE: XV

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (front room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 17.48 m

Width: 2.54 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.59 m, floor to vault springline

Thickness: Front wall 1.08 m thick at doorjamb

Stonework:

Doorways: 3 doorways in exterior wall. Central doorway

2.39 m wide, north doorway 1.98 m wide, south doorway 2.18

m wide. All lintels fallen

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Wall Openings: None

Platforms: None

Other: No special features

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: Varies

Height: No data; mostly fallen

Stonework: Vault formed with very roughly dressed slabs

in true corbeled fashion, producing irregular, step-like face

Capstones: No data; fallen

Crossbeams: No data

Other:

OBSERVATIONS: Good sized room, with wide doorways



SITE: CALAKMUL SITE NO. DATE: March 10, 1997

STRUCTURE: XV

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Rear room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 17.78 m (+/-)

Width: 1.14 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.50 m. floor to vault springline

Thickness: Dividing wall to front room 2.28 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with very rough, nearly unfinished

blocks of varying size and shape

Doorways: Doorway to front room 2.48 m wide

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Platforms: Narrow, U-shaped platform (bench) along back

wall and at ends of room. Platform is 0.77 m high, 0.34 m

deep

VAULTS: No data; fallen, except for springline course

OBSERVATION'S: Long, narrow bench against back wall of this

room is atypical, as most benches are 1.5 to 2.0 m deep



CALAKMUL, Structure XV. Front room, showing crude stonework in walls
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SITE: CALAKMUL DATE: March 10 1997

STRUCTURE: XIX

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Long Palace/Gallery Type budding with 2

parallel ranges of rooms; including very long room on front side

and lateral rooms at both ends. Rear rooms unexcavated and still

completely filled with debris.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for main (south) facade

ORIENTATION: 173'' (magnetic) perpendicular to front wall

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Rectangular

Size: About 0.20 to 0.23 in high

Projection: 0.08 m at top

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen but portion still in

place is 2.17 m high

Stonework: Walls faced with square to rectangular

moderately well-dressed blocks with considerable chinking in

joints.

Thickness: Front wall 1.17 m thick at doorjambs

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Jambs faced with small to medium size blocks simdar

to those used in wall facings

Lintels: Fallen; probably wood

MEDIAL MOLDING: No data

UPPER WALL ZONE: No data

CORNICE: No data. Cornice, if any, completely fallen

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Peten style



COMMENTS: Structure XIX is situated about 50 m south of one of

the better preserved sections of the great wall defining the

northern edge of the city. The ground drops off sharply behind

Structure XIX making a kind of "shallow ditch" between the north

wall of Structure XIX and the nearly 7 m high enclosing wall

55
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CALAKMUL, Structure XIX. Portion of main facade

CALAKMUL, Structure XIX. View of front room, looking west
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SITE: CALAKMUL DATE: March 10, 1997

STRUCTURE: XIX

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (End room left)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.28 m

Width: 2.51 m

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain; most of upper portion fallen

Thickness: Front wad 1.19 in at Joorjamb

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly dressed blocks

with much spawl in joints

Doorways: Doorway 1.37 m wide. Jambs faced with roughly
dressed blocks as in exterior wall facings

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None

Wall Openings: Small niche near right end of rear wall; 0.30

m wide, 0.33 m high, 0.35 m deep

Platforms: Large bench in left (north) end of room. Bench

is 2.06 in deep, about 0.46 m high. Plain face.

Other: Upper part of wals and vault completely fallen

VAULTS: No data; completely fallen

OBSERVATIONS: Large bench is typical for Peten-type buddings

5%
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SITE: CALAKMUL DATE: March 10. 1337

STRUCTURE: XIX

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 26.30 m

Width: 2.69 m at doorjamb

WALLS:

Height: 2.61 m floor to springline

Thickness: Front wall 1.14 m thick at doorway-

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly dressed blocks,

irregular in shape and size

Doorways: Exterior doorways rectangular. Jambs faced with

square to rectangular blocks as in interior wall facings

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None

Wall Openings: 2 doorways in rear wall to rooms behind,

mostly still filled with debris. Niche in wall near right end

1.25 m wide, 0.40 m deep, 1.13 m above floor. \dditional

niche behind now mostly destroyed; no dimensions are

possible

Platforms: None

Other: Very long room but not really gallery-type since

wall openings are normal doorways with good-sized walls

between

VAULTS: Fallen except for springline course which is formed with

very roughly dressed slab with rounded face

^
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SITE: CALAKMUL DATE: March 10, 1997

STRUCTURE: XIX

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.03 m

Width: 2.64 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.35 m floor to springline

Thickness: Exterior wall 1.22 in thick at doorway

Stonework: Walls faced with rough, irregular shaped blocks

Door w ay s: Doorway 1.65 m wide. Jambs faced with roughly

dressed blocks like those seen in exterior wall facings

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None

Wall Openings: Doorway in right end wall filled in.

Doorway was 1.52 m wide, centered in end wall

Platforms: Large bench in left end of room. Bench is 1.27

m deep, 0.63 m high

Other: Doorway in east end wall of this room, now fdled in,

leads to lateral room at east end of budding

VAULTS: No data; completely fallen

GO
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CHICANNA, Structure II. View of west side, showing large zoomorphic mask

CHICANNA, Structure II. Projecting mandible of central mask with teeth
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CHICANNA, Structure II. Note painted glyphs on wall just below medial molding
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CHICANNA, Structure XX. South facade
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SITE: DZIBANCHE DATE: March 3, 1997

NOTES ON TOMBS IN TEMPLE I (Temple of the Owl)

During 1993-1994, excavations carried out in the interior of the

pyramidal substructure supporting Temple I revealed two small

chambers just below the floor of the upper temple as well as a

large vaulted chamber below. The latter could be reached from

above by a steep stairway with high risers. From this chamber,

it was later found that an additional stairway, with three runs,

led downward through the interior of the substructure, finally-

arriving at a vaulted tomb, whose floor level was about 1.5 m

above the level of the adjacent plaza. This tomb contained the

remains of a single individual, covered with cinnabar, accompanied

by numerous offerings, including two polychrome vases (Dos

Arroyos Naranja Policromo), which allow the tomb to be dated to

the middle of the Early Classic (Evelia Campana, 1995: 30). The lid

of one of these ceramic pieces was decorated with an owl, which

gives the temple its name (Temple of the Owl).

Other offerings were found at different levels of the

stairway leading to the tomb including objects of jade, obsidian

blades, a vase of alabaster, and ceramic vases and dishes. The

internal stairway and tomb are reminiscent of the tomb below the

Temple of the Inscriptions at Palenque and based on the contents

of the tomb in Temple I, the latter appears to have been budt

earlier than the Palenque tomb.
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SITE: DZIBANCHE Revised March 30, 1997

DATE: March 3, 1995

STRUCTURE: TEMPLE II (Temple of the Cormorants)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Temple II, which is situated on the west

side of the plaza with Temple I on its east side, has its front side

on a lower level, and faces west onto a good sized plaza of its

own. The substructure of Temple II, the lower part of which has

not yet been reconstructed, supports a good-sized two-room

superstructure on its upper level. A stairway on the west side of

the substructure, now fallen, led to a temple-type budding with a

high roofcomb, now only partly preserved. During its recent

excavation, the uppermost part of the substructure was found to

contain three tombs, one above the other, in whose interiors were

found important offerings as well as the remains of an important

person, presumably one of the rulers of Dzibanche during the

Late Classic period. The budding gets its name, Temple of the

Cormorants, from a funerary vase showing one of these birds,

which was found on one of the tombs.

There are three descriptions of the upper temple (Gann, 1935;

Harrison, 1973b; and descriptive plaque at the base of

substructure) which offer somewhat confusing, and contradictory,

views of this budding:

From Gann, 1935:

Temple II, situated about 50 yards to the west of

Temple I, was 66 ft long, 20 ft wide, and 13 ft high,

outside measurements. It stands on a stone faced

pyramidal substructure nearly 100 ft. high, and was

originally crowned by a roofcomb, only 15 ft of which

now remains standing. On the west side, a stone

stairway 36 ft wide leads up to the substructure and

to the entrance to the building. Within are two

rooms, placed one behind the other, each 58 ft long

and 18 ft high. Both rooms are 6 ft 4 ins broad at

their ends, but narrow down to 2 ft in the center,

probably to permit the thickening of the walls to

carry the tremendous weight of the roof comb.

From Harrison, 1973b:

The three best examples of standing architecture at

Tzibanche are the structures which Gann labeled as

Temples I, II, and VI. Of these, Temples II and VI are

nearly identical in their floor plans, whde Temple I



differs in having a single room instead of tandem

rooms. The three structures are very simdar in their

proportions (long in relation to width).

From plaque in front of Temple II:

It (Temple II) is the loftiest one at Dzibanche. It has

a temple with two galleries probably constructed at

different times. The one in front is the most recent.

The rear corridor, which is narrower and higher, is

reinforced at its ends to prevent the collapse of its

walls which supported a hollowed out trapezoidal

cresting (roofcomb) that perhaps held toward the

rear, three stucco masks or medallions. The temple's

pediments (lower walls) retain panels four at the

back and three on each side.

The three descriptions of Temple II given above are clearly at

odds with one another, particularly when the sketch plan of

Temple II which accompanies the descriptive plaque at the site is

considered. According to this plan (fig. ), Temple II does have

two rooms but the rear room is shown as being very narrow, with

an exceptionally thick wall on its west side. It is also shown as

having the same width at both the center and ends, not "tapered"

as described by Gann. In addition, the front room is shown as a

much wider room with rather thin walls, compared to the original

room. This outer room is also shown as having three doorways

instead of the single doorway suggested by Gann.

The sketch plan shown on the plaque at the site is essentially

correct but lacking in details. I made a brief examination of the

upper temple in 1997 and found that it did indeed consist of two

rooms, one behind the other and that the front room was clearly a

secondary addition. However, it is possible that not too much time

elapsed between the construction of the original one-room budding

and the second room, as this latter room, now the front room, has

a paneled exterior, very much like the paneled exterior of the

original room. The later room does have a lower floor level,

however, and the bottom of its base and medial moldings are below

those of the original room.

Harrison was correct in his suggestion that Temple II had a floor

plan simdar to that of Temple VI but there is only one doorway in

the medial wall of Temple II compared to the three doorways in

thee medial wall of Temple VI. See my more detailed plan and

data sheets which follow for interior and exterior detads of Upper

Temple.
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EXTERIOR DETAILS: Detads below are for north, south and east

(rear) facades

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces west

BASE MOLDING:

Form Two members, each with narrow projecting molding at

top

Size: About 1.06 m high overall

Projection: 0.25 m at top

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: About 3.19 m high, top of base to bottom of medial

molding

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed rectangular

blocks, set in uneven courses

Thickness: Front wall 1.60 m thick at doorjambs

Decoration: Walls decorated with slightly projecting

pdasters with central recess, which create a series of

recessed plain panels; four at rear and three at end walls.

See photos

Other: The floor level and medial molding of front portion

of upper temple are lower than those of rear room(s) (see

photos). Also note that end wads of front room step in

slightly from end walls of rear room

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Faced with small rectangular blocks, simdar to those

used for wall facings

Lintels: Wood; original lintels fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Two members, each with slight inward slope

Size: Overall height abouut .075 m

Projection: 0.10 m at bottom

Decoration: None

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.29 m top of medial molding to bottom of cornice

Stonework: Same as in lower walls

Decoration: None in place

Other: Upper wall has slight inward slope from bottom to

top
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CORNICE:

Form: Single member molding with slight inward slope

Size: About 0.20 m high

Projection: About 0.075 m at bottom

Decoration: None

ROOF STRUCTURE:

Description: Two-part roofcomb; hoUow lower section with

solid section above

Location Over rear room

Dimensions: No data

Decoration: Uncertain; none in place at present time.

Plaque at site suggests that rear portion of roofcomb may

have carried stucco medaUions or masks, now fallen

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Local style, very simdar to that seen in

Structure VI

COMMENTS: Around the middle of the Late Classic period, Temple

II may have been the most important budding at Dzibanche,

surpassing even Temple I, the latter including a system of interior

stairways and tombs. This premise is based on the architectural

style of Temple II (and Temple VI as well) which strikes me as

later than the Peten-Iike style seen in most other buddings at

Dzibanche, including Temple I. This suggestion is based in part

on the assertion by Luz Evelioa Campana (1995: 29) that Temple I

was the most important budding at Dzibanche during the Early

Classic (A.D. 300-600) rather than during the Late Classic.
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SITE: DZIBANCHE DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: TEMPLE II

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Front Room)

Length: 16.42 m (+/-)

Width: 2.03 m

Front wall: 1.60 m thick at doorjamb

Step up to rear room: About 0.17 m high

Vault: Vault "normal" in height, compared with very high

vault in rear room

Other: Small vent holes in both end walls

ROOM 2 (Rear Room)

Length: About 17.08 m

Width: 1.06 m at doorjamb

Walls: Dividing wall to front room 2.74 m thick

Vault: Room covered over with very high vault which was

reinforced at the ends to provide additional support for the

roofcomb above

Wall Openings: What appear to be vent holes on the

exterior are shallow recesses which do not go aU the way

through the end walls

COMMENTS: Stonework in both walls and vaults much like crude

stonework seen in Structure VI



SITE: DZIBANCHE NUMBER DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: North Palace (Str. )

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Long, gallery-type building with 2

parallel rooms. Budding stands on medium-high platform with

main facade overlooking plaza to the south. Nine doorways in

exterior wall of front gallery and probably some number in rear

gallery with different spacing.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Detads below are for south side

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces south

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Rectangular

Size: 0.30 m high

Projection: 0.25 m face of base to face of wall above

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly-

rectangular blocks, set in uneven courses

Thickness: Front wad 1.70 in thick at doorjambs.

wad to rear room 1.78 m thick

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:

Shape Rectangular

Jambs: Faced with very roughly dressed rectangular

blocks, same as in wall facings

Lintels: Wooden lintels, now fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING: No data; fallen

UPPER WALL ZONE: No data; fallen

CORNICE: No data; completely fallen

ROOF STRUCTURE: No data

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Local variant of Peten style
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COMMENTS:

The North Palace is much like its counterpart on the south side of

the Main Plaza (South Palace). Both are composed of two long

galleries ith nine doorways in their front walls. The west end of

the North Palace is still blocked off by a huge tree, whose trunk

is over 2 meters in diameter (see photo). While both the North

and South Palaces must have had broad stairways on the plaza

side, these appear to have been removed by the latter-day-

occupants of the site for re-use in newer buildings.

As noted in my 1395 report, the use of the term "palace" to

describe these two buddings is a misnomer since the two long

galleries are entirely unsuited to residential usage. I believe that

both buddings were actually used for ceremonial purposes, and

that the nine outer doorways symbolize the nine layers of the

Maya underworld, the home of the supernaturals.
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SITE: DZIBANCHE NUMBER: DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: NORTH PALACE (Str. )

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (South Gallery)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 37.98 in to point where room is blocked off by-

huge tree. About 45.90 m long overall

Width: 1.19 m

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain; standing portion 2.39 m high without

reaching vault springline

Thickness: Front wad 1.70 m thick at doorjamb

Stonework: Walls faced with very crudely dressed blocks

varying in size and shape

Doorways: Rectangular; wooden lintels above now fallen

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None

Wad Openings: None, other than doorways to rear gallery

Platforms: None

Other: No end walls at either end of gallery

VAULTS: No data; completely faden

OBSERVATIONS: Long, gallery-type buddings are found in many

other regions and some are considerably longer such as Structure

U8-3 at Edzna and Structure 44 at Dzibdchaltun. See also

gaUery-type buddings in Central Acropolis at Tikal. It is

noteworthy that all the buddings noted above front onto large

plazas

ROOM 2: All remaining details similar to those seen in Room 1

except that spacing of doorways differs from that of Room 1. (See

plan).
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SITE: DZIBANCHE DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE VI

In March of 1997, we were able to obtain some additional data on

details of Structure VI not recorded during our earlier visits in

1994 and 1995. In particular, we obtained more detailed

measurements of both the front and rear rooms, as wed as the

projecting pdasters on both the front and end walls. In addition,
we noted that the roofcomb, which I originally thought was of the

single-wall variety, was actually a very thick, and probably-
hollow, roofcomb which covered the entire rear room. This means

it is much like the roofcomb over the rear room of Temple II,
which is also hollow.
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SITE: DZIBANCHE NUMBER: DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: VI

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Front room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 18.60 ra

Width: 2.16 m

WALLS:

Height: 3.37 m floor to springline

Thickness: Front wad 1.16 m thick at doorjambs

Stonework: Walls faced with generally small, undressed

stones set in thick beds of mortar

Doorways: Three doorways in front wall and 3 doorways to

rear room

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None

Wall Openings: Small vent hole in both end walls. Holes

0.15-0.17 m square

Platforms: None

Other: Low, narrow cross walls on both sides of central

doorway

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 0.13-0.15 m

Height: 1.45 m, springline to bottom of capstones

Form: Vault faces have straight sides

Stonework: Vault faced with 13-14 courses of thin slabs

with rounded faces

Capstones: Capstone span about 0.46 m. No molding below

capstones

Crossbeams: No data; vault mostly fallen

Other: Vault over this room very low compared with high

vault over rear room

OBSERVATIONS: Four risers down to top of uppermost body of

substructure
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SITE: DZIBANCHE NUMBER DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: VI (Temple of the Lintels)

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Rear room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 18.47 m

Width: 1.46 m

WALLS:

Height: 4.0 m, floor to springline

Thickness: Dividing wall to front room 1.46 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with essentiady undressed blocks;

varying in size

Doorways: Three wide doorways in medial wad. Original

wooden lintel with carved date still in place over south

doorway: 3.05 m floor to bottom of lintel.

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None

Wall Openings: Single vent holes in both end walls. Pairs

of vent holes in rear wall opposite lateral doorways. Three

vent holes in rear wad opposite central doorway

Platforms: Long bench against rear wall, opposite north

doorway. Bench is 3.57 m long, 1.04 m deep, 0.43 m high

Other: Low, narrow cross walls at doorjambs of central

doorway. Probably secondary additions.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: None

Height: About 2.83 m, bottom of lintel over south doorway

to bottom of capstones

Form: Vault faces somewhat irregular. See photo

Stonework: Vault faced with thin slabs with nearly vertical

faces; set in thick beds of mortar

Capstones: Capstone span about 0.30 m

Crossbeams: Four rows of crossbeams; lowest course just

above vault springline

Other: Wooden "floor" in both ends of room with stone

masonry above. Bottom of floor 1.31 m above bottom of

lintel of south doorway

OBSERVATIONS: This room very high, compared to front room.

End portions of vault probably strengthened with "floor" and

masonry above in order to carry added weight of roofcomb above
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SITE: DZIBANCHE NUMBER: DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: ^rT ZI

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two-room budding, consisting of long

front room with 5 doorways on north (front) side, together with

small rear room at center of rear wall. Front room later divided

in two parts, creating small room at east end. Benches in all

rooms. (See plan)

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Note that upper portions of wads, as well as

vaults, have completely faUen

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen

Stonework: Walls faced with crudely dressed blocks set in

uneven courses

Thickness: Front wall 0.81 m thick at doorjambs

Decoration: ^one

DOORWAYS: 5 doorways in front wall, 1.52 m to 1.83 m wide

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Faced with

Lintels: Fallen (probably wood)

MEDIAL MOLDING: No data; completely fallen

UPPER WALL ZONE: No data; completely fallen

CORNICE: No data; completely fallen

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Local, Peten derived style
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SITE: DZIBANCHE NUMBER: DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: -Hr 25

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Front room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: About 22.36 m overall. Later subdivided into two

rooms, creating room 5.38 m long at east end

Width: 3.65 m

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen

Thickness: Front wad 0.81 m thick. Rear wall 1.32 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced wwith roughly dressed blocks,

varying in size and shape

Doorways: 5 doorways in front wall and 2 doorways in rear

wall. Central doorway in rear wad 1.20 m wide, giving

access to smad room behind. Doorway in rear wall near

west end gives access to terrace on south side

Rod Sockets: No date

Cordholders: No data

Wad Openings: None, other than doorways in rear wall

Platforms: Large, L-shaped bench in east end of room. 1.7

in deep at east end, 1.29 m deep along back wall, 9.34 m

high. Rectangular bench, 1.37 m deep and 0.34 m high

between doorways in rear wall; additional bench in west end

1.95 m deep

Other: Secondary crosswall near east end only, 0.30 m thick

VAULTS: No data; completely fallen

OBSERVATIONS: This room is exceptionally wide, compared with

rooms in most other buddings at Dzibanche, raising question as to

whether it was vaulted or not. No indication at present time, one

way or the other

^5
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SITE: DZIBANCHE NUMBER: DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: -tfZL

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Rear room-)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 2.79 m

Width: 2.61 m

WALLS:

Height: No data; upper portions fallen

Thickness: End walls about 1.27 m thick. Rear wad fallen

Stonework: Same as in front room

Doorways: Doorway to front room 1.20 m wide

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None

Wall Openings: None

Platforms: Bench, 1.29 m deep against rear wad

Other: I believe this room was a secondary addition

VAULTS: No data; completely faden

OBSERVATIONS: Very small room
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SITE: DZIBANCHE NUMBER: DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: XIV

Structure XIV is attached to the north end of Structure XIII, and

like Structure XIII faces east onto the plaza with Temple II on its

east side. It consists of two main components: 1) a stepped

platform, constructed in two phases, with a broad stairway on its

east side; and 2) a superstructure with two parallel rooms and a

small annex on its south side. The rear room of the main

building, which has a raised floor, now includes two small rooms

at its south end, which are secondary additions. The

superstructure is mostly fallen and only parts of its lower walls

are still in place. (See plan)

Particularly noteworthy is the fact that the budding on the

upper level has a three-member base molding on its east (front)

side with groups of short colonnettes in the central member.

Such a base molding is clearly in the Rio Bee mode and at

present, is the only Rio Bee style architectural detail which has

been exposed in any of the structures at Dzibanche, whose major

buddings mostly show- influences from the Peten area in Guatemala,

or a local style, such as is seen in Temples II and VI, which

feature paneled exterior walls formed by projecting pdasters with

a central recess.

My notes give the fodowing measurements:

Front wall: 0.94 m thick

Front room: 2.56 m wide, about 15.50 m long

Rear room:, not including dividing wall, 3.92 m deep
Rear wall: 0.99 m thick

Floor of rear room raised about 0.30 m above floor of

front room

<d1
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Dividing wall to small rear rooms at south end, 0.84 in

thick

COMMENTS: Given its present ruined condition, it is difficult to

say if the rooms of Structure XIV were vaulted but I assume this

was the case. At present, there is no indication of a dividing wall

to the north of the small rear rooms, which stikes me as very-

curious, since the lower portions of the secondary walls are in

situ

The plaque at the site provides the fodowing information:

The substructure of Structure XIV went through two

stages of construction. The first is a building made

with stepped bodies. The second structure may have

had sloped-side bodies and a stairway almost as broad

as the entire facade; from the design and materials

used, it probably dates to the Terminal Classic. At

the top one sees the bottom stones for the walls of a

budding (superstructure) having two rooms at

different levels; the rear room was subdivided to

create two small rooms on the south side. This

structure is decorated at its base with "smad drums"

(short colonnettes), reminiscent of the Late Classic Rio

Bee style. Between this budding and the Budding of

the Captives (Structure X11I), one finds a small

construction with two small rooms and a terrace in

front. The rooms might have been interconnected and

perhaps represent arranged remains of the stepped-

body substructure.
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EDZNA, Cinco Pisos pyramid. Portion of north side

after recent excavations
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EDZNA, Cinco Pisos pyramid (Str. V8-19). North side, after recent exec

EDZNA, Structure V8-19. Detail of platform supporting upper temple
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EDZNA, Structure U8-3. Central portion of east side

EDZNA, Structure V8-14 after recent excavation
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EDZNA, View showing Structure U8-3 (foreground) and Northwest pyramid beyond

EDZNA, Northwest Pyramid (Structure P
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SITE: KINICHNA DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: 5 (Upper Temple, AcropoUs)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two-room budding with one room behind

the other. Front room lower, but longer, than rear room. Traces

of roofcomb over rear room. Building proper stands on

substructure, about 4 m high. Main facade faces south, looking

toward central core area of Dzibanche.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces almost due south

BASE MOLDING: None. Lower wad zone rises directly from top of

substructure with no visible base

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: About 2.36 m, top of substructure to bottom of

projecting upper walls

Stonework: Wads faced with 12-13 courses of roughly

dressed rectangular blocks, set in somewhat uneven courses

Thickness: Front wall 1.02 m thick at doorjamb

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Faced with roughly dressed blocks, made like those

seen in walls

Lintels: Wood lintel, now fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING: Medial molding, if any, formed with stucco, now

fallen

Form: Rectangular

Size: ?

Projection: ?

Decoration: No data

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; upper part fallen

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed, more or less

rectangular blocks, set in fairly even courses



Decoration: None visible at present but Gann (1935:159)
described stucco decorative elements still in place at that

time as follows:

The east and west walls are ornamented by-
stucco moldings representing the day Ahau.

These are probably purely decorative in

function, as they are very ornate, and from

their outer edges project long rays to meet the

lower and upper cornices, and so leave no

vacuum in the design. In addition to the Ahaus

the space between the cornices contained oblong

niches protected above by penthouse-like

projections. Each niche was ornamented at the

sides by curvilinear figures molded in the

stucco, and within all of them the stucco still

retained its original red color.

CORNICE: No cornice visible at the present time (1997)

ROOF STRUCTURE:

Description: Roofcomb of indeterminate form now mostly

faden

Location: Over rear wall (or rear room?)

Dimensions: No data

Decoration: No data

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Local Peten-related style

COMMENTS: Thomas Gann (1935:159-161) first visited the site of

Kinichna in 1931 and designated the huge acropolis mound found

there as Temple VII of Tzibanche. Whde some aspects of his

description of the uppermost temple are confusing, it is clear that

this temple was in a much better state of preservation in 1931

than it was prior to its recent excavation and consolidation. In

particular, the stucco sculptures Gann described have long since

mostly disappeared. The niches Gann described with "curvilinear

figures molded in stucco" which had been painted red are also no

longer visible today. Gann also indicated that the north, east,

and west wads were "surrounded by rectangular cornices", a

statement which is at odds with the seeming lack of medial or

cornice moldings on these wads today.

In spite of its partially ruined state, the upper temple of the

Kinichna Acropolis shows distinct Peten affiliations and its basic

form, plain lower wads surmounted by slightly inward sloping

2



upper wall zones carrying stucco decorative forms and roofcomb

over the rear room ad suggest an Early Classic, or Middle Classic

construction date.
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KINICHNA, Acropolis
- Str. V, end portion of front room
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SITE: KINICHNA NUMBER: DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: 5 (Upper Temple, Acropolis)

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Exterior Room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 10.08 m

Width: 1.51 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.55 m. floor to springline

Thickness: Front wall 1.22 m thick at doorjamb. Dividing

wad to rear room 1.90 m thick

Stonework: Wads faced with roughly dressed blocks,

varying considerably in size

Doorways: Rectangular. Jambs faced with roughly dressed

blocks, simdar to those used in wall facings

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None other than doorway to rear room

Platforms: None

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: Varies

Height: 0.81 m, springline to bottom of capstones

Form: Vault faces have stepped form, due to crude

corbelled construction

Stonework: Vaults faced with 7 to 8 courses of very

roughly dressed slabs with much chinking in joints. Some

slabs tipped up

Capstones: Capstone span about

Crossbeams: No data

Other: Vault height fairly normal, compared to rear room

10 1
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SITE: KINICHNA SITE NUMBER: DATE: March 12, 1997

STRUCTURE: 5 (Upper Temple, Acropolis

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Rear Room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 8.14 ra

Width: 1.55 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.25 m, floor to springline

Thickness: Dividing wall to front room 1.90 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly dressed blocks,

varying considerably in size. Most are fairly small but a

few are as much as 0.86 m long, 0.53 m deep, and 0.20 m

thick

Doorways: Doorway to front room has new wooden lintels,

0.24 m thick

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: None

Wad Openings: Large niche centered in rear wall. Niche is

1.04 m wide, 1.06 m wide, 1.06 m deep, and 2.0 m high

Platforms: Low platforms about 0.20 m high and 0.81 m deep

against rear wad on both sides of niche

Other: Floor of this room raised 2 steps above floor of

front room. First step 0.25 m high

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About 2.51 m overall. Lowest section 1.06

m high, middle section 0.86 m high, upper section about 0.59

m high

Form: Vault divided into 3 sections by slight projections

near 3rd points.

Stonework: Vault faced with roughly dressed long slabs, in

true corbeded fashion. Much chinking in joints

Capstones: Capstone span about 0.33 m

Crossbeams: No data

Other: Vault divided into 3 sections is very unusual

OBSERVATIONS: High vault over rear room provided support for

hollow roofcomb, now faUent
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SITE: MAYAPAN DATE: 3/16/97

STRUCTURE Q-81

Structure Q-81 is a colonnaded hall which faces south toward The Castillo

(Str. Q-162), the largest pyramid-temple at Mayapan. In most respects,

Structure Q-81 is typical of the numerous colonnaded halls at Mayapan

which have a long colonnade formed by round columns for a front wall

and a second row of columns on the interior, generally more widely

spaced. A bench along the rear and end walls is interrupted in the

center by an altar, enclosed within a secondary shrine. Here it should

be notedd that Structure Q-81 lacks the transverse room(s) normally

found at one or both ends. Proskouriakoff (1962: 89) suggested that

most colonnaded halls served as living quarters for unmarried boys

but this function has yet to be proved.

STRUCTURE Q-80

Immediately north of Structure Q-81, and separated from it by a space

no more than one meter wide, is Structure Q-80, a rather curious building

with no exact counterparts at Mayapan. Following its recent excavation,

it can be seen to consist of a high substructure with a broad stairway

on its north side, which supported a superstructure with two parallel

long rooms, and several smaller rooms at the end of the south room.

The south room is noteworthy for the fact that it has five niches in

its rear wall and a mural showing a row of painted temples. Lack of

time prevented me from recording the architectural details of this

rather strange building. See photos.

STRUCTURE Q-162 (The Castillo)

The Castillo, and its subsidiary buildings has also recently been

excavated and consolidated (See photos). While the general form and

outlines of both the Castillo and the smaller structures around its

base have been known for some time, many new details were revealed

by the recent excavations and parts of the great pyramidal substructure

can be seen in somethinbg like their original form. Here again I did

not record any architectural details, and look forward to seeing the

official report of the recently completed work.
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MAYAPAN, Yucatan

Structure Q-81
G.F. Andrews, 1997
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MAYAPAN, Structure Q-81. View of south side from plazi

MAYAPAN, Structure Q-81. View looking N.W., with Str. Q-80 behind
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MAYAPAN, Structure Q-80. View looking Northwest

MAYAPAN, Structure Q-80. View of west side
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MAYAPAN, Round building (Str. Q-126), south side
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MAYAPAN, Round building (Str. Q-126), west side
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MAYAPAN, Castillo (Structure Q-162) View of north side

MAYAPAN, The Castillo (Structure Q-162). View showing northeast corner
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MAYAPAN, Castillo (Structure Q-162). View of nnrth side

MAYAPAN, Castillo (Structure G-1R9). View show inn nnrthpnst corner
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MAYAPAN, Castillo (structure Q-162). East side, with. Structure Q-151 to righjt
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MAYAPAN, East stairway of Castillo, (Structure 0-162).
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MAYAPAN, North side of Castillo (Structure Q-162). Sir's 161, 162b, & 162c at Ivt.

MAYAPAN, Detail of Structure Q-161, on west side of Castillo
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SITE: OKOLHUITZ DATE: March 11. 1997

BACKGROUND: The site was discovered by members of the 4th

Carnegie Institution of Washington Expedition to southern

Campeche and Quintana Roo and first reported by Ruppert and

Denison (1943: 83-84). The latter report included several drawings

and photographs, mostly of Structure I. a small building with a

high, decorated roofcomb situated near the western edge of the

Main Center. Nothing more was heard of the site until recent

years when it was finally relocated.

In 1996, an emergency salvage program was carried out at

the site by the Centro Regional de Campeche, I.N.A.H. nth \ntonio

Benavides as project director. A dirt road giving access to the

site from the all-weather road from Highway- 186 to the village of

20 de Noviembre was constructed, the remaining structures were

partly cleared of trees and shrubs, inter-structure trails were

cleared and some predminary consolidation was carried out on

Structure I.

I visited the site in March of 1997. accompanied by my wife

and assistant. Geraldine Andrews, and we made a very preliminary-

examination and record of the exposed building remains.

SITUATION: The site is situated about 1 km north, and slightly-

west of the modern vdlage of 20 de Noviembre. This puts it about

2 1/2-3 km north of Ramonal, Group A. It can be reached via a

dirt road commencing at about km 5 on the white road running

from Highway 186 to 20 de Noviembre and beyond.
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TOPOGRAPHY: The ground in the general vicinity of the site is

relatively flat but the site itself occupies the top of a low,

irregularly shaped hill.

WATER SUPPLY: Ruppert (1943:83) mentions an aguada situated

about a 15 minute walk northwest of the site, which we did not

see. We did not observe any chultunes within the site center,

although they may be present.

MAPS: To the best of my knowledge, the sketch map included in

Ruppert and Denison (1943: Plate 71) is only published map of

site. This map shows only a portion of the site,, as noted below.

SIZE: Appears to be a fairly small site, as map covers an area of

only 200 m (east-west) by 175 m (north-south). Further

exploration would probably expand this area to some extent.

CIVIC PLAN: As shown on map, the Main Center appears to

consist of only two groups: a small quadrangle near the western

edge of the center, together with a longer group (East Group)

oriented north-south at the eastern edge of the center. The

ground drops off fairly sharply from the hilltops occupied by

these groups. Unfortunately, we were not able to relocate

Ruppert and Denison's East Group (Structures II-V). We did,

however, examine several structures not shown on their map,

including a four-room building with the same basic plan as their

Structure III. The building we recorded is designated as

Structure VII and faces west, whereas Structure III faces east. I

am unable to locate Structure VII on the R. & D. map but it must

lie in the blank area in the area northeast of Structure I.
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We also photographed the rear wall of a building I believe

was Structure VI. This wall, whose outer facing has been

stripped off, shows the stratified inner core of the wall, which

was clearly finished with the same kind of large, square blocks

.3een in other buddings at Okolhuitz.

COMMENTS: While Okolhuitz is a relatively small site, its

importance lies in the fact that it appears to contain some rather

early examples of Late Classic Rio Bee architecture. As noted in

the illustrations and discussion of the exposed building remains

which follows, the budding forms, stonework, and decorative motifs

employed in these structures all suggest that they predate the

more typical Rio Bee buildings at nearby sites, which are mostly

assigned to the Exhuberant I and II phases of the Rio Bee

architectural sequence. This sequence, proposed by Ricardo

Bueno (1992) seems to best account for the flowering of the Late

Classic Rio Bee architectural style during the Bejuco and Chintok

ceramic phases, dated from about A.D. 630 to A.D. 800 (Bad, 1977).

The suggested early dating of the Okolhuitz buildings is based

entirely on architectural style, since at present we have no data

for Okolhuitz from other lines of inquiry.

OKOLHUITZ DATE: March 11, 1997

NOTES ON WEST QUADRANGLE

The budding with roofcomb (Structure I) stands near the

northwest corner of a small quadrangle. There are additional

rooms running north and south near the base of the structure on
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the west side. The roofcomb itself stands over the central wall of

the central rooms of this building. The room on the east side of

Structure I is now mostly faden but a small portion of room on

west side is still preserved.

The other buildings of this Quadrangle are now nothing

more than rough mounds with the exception of the building on the

north side where a portion of the rear wad and its supporting

platform is relatively wed preserved. This wall shows an

interesting profile and stonework as follows:

The lowest member of the substructure (platform) is at least

0.460 in high and projects 0.075 m at top. Above this is a wall,

1.54 m high, faced with 9 courses of moderately wed-dressed small

to medium sized rectangular blocks. Above this basal platform is

the rear wall of the building itself which steps back from base

about 0.06-0.075 m. This wall is faced with very large, squarish

blocks only moderately wed dressed. Blocks are about 0.56 m

wide and 0.56 m high, set in very even courses.. The budding we

saw when we first entered the site (Structure VI ?) was faced

with blocks of similar size.

SITE: OKOLHUITZ NUMBER: March 11, 1997

STRUCTURE I

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two-room building (one room behind the

other) with high, single-wall roofcomb over central wall.

additional rooms on both north and south sides, now collapsed.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces east

I!t3
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BASE MOLDING: Data below is for west side only

Form: 3 members
-

narrow rectangular members top and

bottom with slightly recessed central member

Size: About 0.75 m high overad

Projection: About 3 cm at top

Decoration: Face of upper member shows fluted design

while face of lower .aember carries guilloche design.

Central member filled with latticework

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: West wad about 1.9 m high, top of base to bottom

of projecting upper

Stonework: Walls faced with squarish blocks, moderately

wed-dressed

Thickness: No data

Decoration: West wall has plain recessed panel in center,

representing doorway, together with panels carrying

stepped frets on both sides.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Jambs: No data; fallen

Lintels: No data; fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING: \'o real medial molding. Entire upper wad

steps inward from projection at bottom

UPPER WALL ZONE: No data. Outer portion now faden

CORNICE: No data. I believe there was no cornice molding of any

description

ROOF STRUCTURE:

Description: High, single wall roofcomb

Location: Over dividing wall between front and rear rooms

Dimensions: 6.35 m long, 1.04 m at base. Standing portion

over 3 m high

Decoration: The decoration on both sides of the roofcomb

seems to be the same and includes a centrally located,

elongated frontal mask with a standing figure above, several

small, rectangular openings together with two large inverted

T-shaped openings, vertical stucco decorated panels at both

ends, and remnants of various stucco decorative forms of

indeterminent design.



ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Rio Bee Style. See discussion

below

COMMENTS: I believe that the construction of Structure I should

be assigned to the latter part of the Early Classic period (late in

Sabucan ceramic phase (or to the very early part of Late Classic

period (very early in Bejuco ceramic phase). This suggestion is

based on several construction, architectural and decorative

features which seem early in relation to the fully developed Late

Classic (Exuberant I and II) Rio Bee architectural style. These

"early" features include: 1) A slightly sloping upper wall zone

with no medial or cornice moldings; 2) Decorative panels in lower

wall zones with stepped fret designs, rather ', targe zoomorphic

masks, stacked serpent profiles, crosses, or checkerboard panels

!, characterize the fully developed Late Classic Rio Bee style:

3) Exterior walls faced with medium to large-sized blocks, only

moderately well-dressed as opposed to the small, almost brick-

sized beautifudy drese&d facing blocks seen in Exuberant I and II

buildings; and 4) a paneled roofcomb. with only 2 large keyhole

openings, rather than the multi-slotted roofcombs found on the

later buildings.
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OKOLHUITZ, Quintana Roo

Structure I

G.F. Andrews, 1997
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OKOLHUITZ.Campeche
Structure I

G. F. Andrews, 1997

(after Ruppert, 1943)
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OKOLHUITZ, Structure I. Detail of east side of roofcomb
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OKOLHUITZ, Structure I. Detail of central mask, east side

OKOLHUITZ, Structure I. Detail of east side of roofcomb
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SITE: OKOLHUITZ NUMBER: DATE: March 11, 1997

STRUCTURE: I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (front room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: About 6.50 :n

Width: 1.70 in

WALLS:

Height: No data; room partly fdled with debris

Thickness: Front wad mostly fallen -

no data. Dividing

wall to rear rooms 1.47 m thick

S tonework:..Wads faced with roughly dressed blocks

Doorways: Exterior doorway fallen; no data

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: No data

Wall Openings: None visible

Platforms: No data

Other: This room mostly collapsed

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: Very slight offset at springline

Height: About 1.35 m, springline to bottom of capstones

Form: East face has straight side. West side completely

fallen

Stonework: Vault faced with long slabs with roughly

beveled faces

Capstones: Fallen

Crossbeams: Row of crossbeams about 0.380 m above vault

springline

OBSERVATION'S: Floor and top of vault in this room are

considerably lower than those in west room

121
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SITE: OKOLHUITZ NUMBER: DATE: March 11, 1997

STRUCTURE: I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Rear room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.30 in

Width: 0.7P m

WALLS:

Height: About 2.35 m, floor to springline

Thickness: Dividing wad to front room 1.47 m thick at

doorjamb

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks

Doorways: Doorway to front room 0.71 m wide. Lintels

above, made with round poles, has 2 steps. See Section

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: v'o data

Wall Openings: Small niche in east (dividing) wad, about

1.30 m north of doorway to front room. Niche is 0.40 m

square and 0.30 m deep

Platforms: No data; room partly fided with debris

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: No offset at springline

Height: Uncertain, due to lack of offset at springline

Form: Vault faces show only slight curvature

Stonework: Vault faced with long slabs with roughly-

beveled faces

Capstones: Capstone span abouit 0.50 m. No molding below

capstones

Crossbeams: No data

Other: Vault formed by sdghly sloping face on east side

OBSERVATIONS: Very narrow room, with floor at higher level than

front (east) room

\2t
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OKOLHUITZ NUMBER DATE: March 11, 1997

STRUCTURE: VII

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Four-room building. Pair of central

rooms, one behind the other, with lateral room at both ends. See

sketch plan

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces west; 265 degrees, magnetic,

perpendicular to main facade

BASE MOLDING: No data; covered

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain since base molding is covered

Stonework: Walls faced with good sized, moderately- well

dressed squarish blocks simdar to those seen in other

buildings at Okolhuitz. These blocks set in relatively even

courses; average about 0.43 to 0.46 m square

Thickness: Front wall 0.94 m thick at doorway

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Faced with large blocks similar to those used for

wall facings

Lintels: Fallen but probably wood

MEDIAL MOLDING: No real medial molding. Upper wall projects

out below lower wall 0.037 to 0.05 m and then slopes upward with

no medial molding

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.73 m projection at bottom of wall to bottom of

cornice

Stonework: Upper wall faced with 6 courses of well-cut

blocks slightly smaller than those in lower wad zone

Decoration: None

CORNICE: I beUeve there was a cornice molding formed essentially

of stucco as uncut smad stones immediately above finished wall

come out to same plane as wall below , -.
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OBSERVATIONS: All exposed details of this budding suggest that

it was constructed rather early in the Rio Bee architectural

sequence. Its basic form (plain lower and upper wall zones and

/lightly sloping upper wall with no medial molding) is similar to

form seen in recently excavated Early Classic building at Balamku,

for example.

I3C
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OKOLHUITZ NUMBER DATE: March 11, 1997

STRUCTURE: VII

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Central room, front) east side

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 8.51 m (+/-)

Width: 2.29 ra

WALLS:

Height: No data; room mostly filled with debris

Thickness: Exterior wall 0.94 m thick. Dividing wall to rear

room 2.06 m thick

S tonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks similar

to those in exterior walls

Doorways: Rectangular doorway: wood lintel above faden

Rod Sockets: None visible

Cordholders: None visible

Rings: None visible

Wall Openings: None visible

Platforms: No data; room fdled with debris

Other: Unusual detail at doorway to rear room where rear

wall continues up as a straight wall for at least 1.37 m

above springline of the adjacent portion. This detail also

seen at Structure VIII at Becan,

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About 0.025 m

Height: 1.98 m springline to bottom of capstones

Form: Vault has straight form; very irregular

Stonework: Vault faced with 9 courses of roughly well

dressed slabs with beveled faces

Capstones: Capstone span about 0.609 m. No molding below

capstone

Crossbeams: Crossbeams at top of first course of vault

stones but pattern unknown

Other: Original plaster on end wall relatively smooth

OBSERVATIONS: Seems to be a rather typical Rio Bee room in

terms of size and height. Dividing wall to rear room

extraordinardy thick considering that there is no indication of

roofcomb above
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COMMENTS:

It is worth noting that Ramonal, Group A is about 2 kilometers

south of Okolhuitz and that two of its buildings are very similar

to Structure VII at Okolhuitz. Merwin (1913: ) identified the

buildings in question at Ramonal as Buildings 2 and 3. According

to Merwin, both had the same plan as Structure VII at Okolhuitz

and similar stonework. Merwin described this stonework as

follows:

The facing of the exterior walls is of very large, flat

stones averaging 12 inches (thick), and 18 inches x 16

inches (on the face). These stones are laid in

horizontal strata; and it was noted that the concrete

back of the facing is stratified; corresponding to the

stratification of the stones in the veneer. This

stratification can be seen extending the entire length

of the building.

Merwin's description could be applied equally wed to several

buildings at Okolhuitz which show facing stones of the same size,

arranged in the same stratification. Since Ramonal A and

Okolhuitz are very close to one another, these similarities should

come as no surprise.

It should also be noted that the kind of stonework seen at

both Ramonal A and Okolhuitz differs considerably from that seen

in typical Late Classic Rio Bee style buddings. The latter

consistently show smaller facing stones, beautifully dressed, and

so smooth along edges that no mortar is seen between joints. I

12



believe that the large block Rio Bee stonework dates from an

earlier period, and if so, the real question is how much earlier?

At the moment, there is insufficient data to warrant any logical

answer to this question.
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OXKINTOK, Groupo May. View of south side showing entrance stairway

OXKINTOK, Groupo May. :orner of pyramid (Struc
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OXKINTOK, Groupo May. Upper terrace and Structure 3.

OXKINTOK, Structure 3, Groupo May. View from above
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OXKINTOK, Groupo May. View of southwest court

OXKINTOK, Groupo May. View of southwest court, looking northwest.
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SITE: OXKINTOK NUMBER: 16Qd(7):7 DATE: March 15, 1997

STRUCTURE: 9, Groupo May

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 5 room, range-type budding - 4 rooms in

line with additional room behind Room 3. Budding stands on a low

platform with two steps on front (north) side. Additional low

walls can be seen at rear which seem to be late additions.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces north; 0/360 degrees magnetic

BASE MOLDING:

Form: 3 members. Rectangular upper and lower member

with recessed central member.

Size: Overad height 0.54 m , central member 0.31 m high,

upper member 0.13 m high

Projection: About 0.54 m to 0.37 m at top

Decoration: Continuous row of short colonnettes in central

member.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.83 m, top of base to bottom of medial molding

Stonework: Walls faced with 5 to 7 courses of squarish,

wed dressed veneer-type blocks

Thickness: Front wall 0.61 m thick at doorjambs

Decoration: Groups of 3 corner columns and groups of 3-7

plain colonnettes between doorjambs and between doorjambs

and corners

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Jambs faced with large blocks full thickness of wall

Lintels: Stone lintels; now fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: 3 members. Lower member has inward sloping face;

rectangular upper member; continuous colonnettes in central

member

Size: 0.58 m high overall. Lower member about 0.22 m

high; colonnettes about 0.23 m high

Projection: 0.16 m at bottom

1



UPPER WALL ZONE: No data; completely fallen

CORNICE: No data. Completely fallen^but assume 4 members - 3

members same as medial molding, with addition of outward sloping

coping members at top

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Late Classic Puuc Colonnette style

COMMENTS: Rather typical colonnette style budding in most

respects. Projecting room at rear is somewhat unusual for Puuc

buildings but there are numerous examples of this form in the

Chenes region.
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SITE: OXKINTOK NUMBER:16Qd(7):7 DATE: March 15,1997

STRUCTURE: 9, Groupo May

ROOM 1

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.29 ra

Width: 2.72 m. LowLow platform in left end. Platform 1.70 m

deep, about 0.23 m high. Pair of rod sockets low in both

sides of doorway

Basic detads same as in other rooms

ROOM 2

Length: 3.85 m

Width: 2.74 m

Projecting molding 0.27 m high on back wall with 0.06 m

projection

3 rod sockets in right doorjamb. None in left but jamb is

partly broken off near bottom
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SITE: OXKINTOK NUMBER:16Qd(7):7 DATE: March 17,1997

STRUCTURE: 9, May

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3, Central room, front

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.20 m

Width: 2.77 m at center

WALLS:

Height: Floor to springline, 2.30 m

Thickness: Front wall 0.48 m thick at doorjamb

Stonework: Walls faced with 7 to 8 courses of medium to

good-sized wed finished veneer-type blocks

Doorways: 2 doorways in exterior wad. Doorway left 1.27 m

wide, doorway right 1.40 m wide

Rod Sockets: Pair of rod sockets low in right doorway
-

question if any in left doorway

Cordholders: None

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None other than doorway to rear room

Platforms: None

Other: Only springline course of vault still in place

VAULTS: No data; fallen



SITE: OXKINTOK NUMBER:16Qd(7):7 DATE: March 15, 1997

STRUCTURE: 9 -

Group May

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 4 (rear room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.66 m

Width: 2.22 m at doorjamb

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen

Thickness: Dividing wad to front room 0.96 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with medium sized blocks,

moderately wed finished

Doorways: Doorway covered with stone dntel 0.26 m thick.

1.65 m floor to bottom of lintel. Jambs faced with medium

sized blocks, 2 to 3 courses wide, 4 to 5 courses high

Rod Sockets: Pairs of rod sockets high and low in both

doorjambs; 0.21 m to center from interior wall

Cordholders: None visible

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Platforms: None

Other: Floor to this room raised about 0.30 m above floor of

outer room. Rectangular molding on face of raised floor

which continues as projecting molding both sides of

doorway. Molding at right side stops at a point of 2.39 m

from right end wall of front room

VAULTS: No data; fallen

OBSERVATIONS: No unusual detads in this room

m
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SITE: OXKINTOK NUMBER: 16Qd(7):7 DATE:March 17,1997

STRUCTURE: 9

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 5 (right end)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.11 m

Width: 2.74 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.34 m floor to springline

Thickness: Front wall 0.61 m thick at doorway

S tonework: Walls faced with 9 courses of medium sized

squarish blocks moderately wed finished

Doorways: Some question about doorway which must have

been very narrow since opening at jambs, not including

jamb stones, is only 1.09 m wide; 1.98 m to beginning of

opening left side

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: None visible

Rings: None

Wad Openings: None

Platforms: None

VAULTS:

Springdne Offset: 0.06 m. 3 courses of vault stid in place.

Form: Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework: Vaults faced with wed-cut wedge shaped stones

Capstones: No data; faden

Crossbeams: No data

Other: No data

OBSERVATIONS: Normal room except for question about width of

doorway in front wall
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OXKINTOK, Structure 9, Groupo May. View showing building and platform

OXKINTOK, Structure 9, Groupo May. Detail of main facade
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OXKINTOK, Structure 9, Groupo May. -ear from upper terrace

OXKINTOK, Structure 9, Groupo May. West end, showing secondary addition
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SITE: TOHCOK DATE: March 8, 1997

BACKGROUND: Tohcok was first reported by Shook and

Proskouriakoff (1951:238) who provided a brief description of a

badly ruined building they called the "Building with the Painted

Jambs". This building had been damaged when Highway 261.

which is just to the south, was constructed. The painted jambs

referred to above showed "an elaborately costumed figure painted

in black framed by a rectangular band of hieroglyphics". Shook

and Proskouriakoff also noted that the same room (shown as Room

5 on my plan) had a painted capstone. Both the painted jambs

and capstone have long since been removed. Pollock (1980: fig.

933) included a photograph of what appears to be Room 3 of

Structure I, which had been mislabeled as a photo from a building

at the site of Tantah.

While some clearing and consolidation of Structure I was

carried out following its initial discovery, in 1996 a more extensive

excavation project was initiated under the auspices of the Centro

Regional de Campeche, I.N.A.H. which resulted in the discovery of

a stairway with a vaulted passageway below, on the east side,

together with three additional rooms north of this stairway. See

data sheets from 1997 for details of stairway and rooms.

I have visited the site on several occasions (1978, 1981,

1985, 1987, 1992, 1997) and my notes deal with Structures 1 and 2

of the Main Group, as well as a badly fallen building (Hilltop

Budding) at the top of the hdl in the Southwest Group.
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SITUATION: The site is situated about 4 kilometers west, and

slightly north, of the modern town of Hopelchen, and Structure I

is only a few meters north of the modern highway between

Campeche and Hopelchen, which bisects the site.

TOPOGRAPHY: The Main Group is sited on relatively level terrain

while the Southwest Group occupies the side and upper part of a

low hill on the opposite side of the highway passing through the

site.

WATER SUPPLY: Several chultunes observed in the Southwest

Group but none in Main Group, although they must be present.

MAPS: None, to the best of my knowledge.

SIZE: Appears to be a small site, even when Southwest Group is

included. I explored the area immediately north and northeast of

Structure 1 and noted additional mounds and platforms, as well as

the exposed remains of one room of a four-room budding I have

called Structure II of the Main Group.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown, due to lack of site plan. In addition to

the two groups presently known, there may be others which have

not yet been recorded.

COMMENTS: Tohcok is situated in the narrow transitional zone



between the Puuc region to the north and the Chenes region just

to the south. As 1 have already noted in my earlier report on

Tohcok (Andrews, 1385), Structure I shows a combination of

fvvc
Classic^und Chenes traits which typifies those buildings which 1

have classified as Chenes-Puuc in style.
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SITE: TOHCOK DATE: March 8. 1997

STRUCTURE: I

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure I is a good-sized building with

rooms on two (perhaps three) different levels. The floor level of

the rooms on an upper level, west side, is about 0.55 m above the

springline of the vaults of the rooms on the lower level, putting

them on an intermediate level.

In spite of the recent excavation and consolidation program

carried out in 1996 under the auspices of the Centro Regional de

Campeche. I.N.A.H., the overall plan of Structure I and total

number of rooms is slid not known. At the present time, 8 rooms

on the lower level can be plotted with some degree of certainty-

together with two rooms on an intermediate level on the west side.

A projecting stairway on the west side provided access to the

upper level rooms on this side whde a second projecting stairway

on the east side provided access to the roof (and any upper level

rooms) on the east side.

My notes from several different years refer to an addition

wing, or row of rooms, extending eastward from the northeastern

corner of the main budding. Unfortunately, this set of rooms has

not yet been excavated and it is not clear just how many rooms

were present and whether or not they were part of the original

structure or a secondary addition. My restored plan of Structure

I (included with present report) does not show the additional

"East Wing" due to lack of data.



ORIENTATION: 110 degrees (magnetic) perpendicular to east

facade.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Detads below are for east facade only.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding
Size: 0.36 m high

Projection: 0.06 m beyond face of wad above

LOWER WALLS:

Height: Unknown; mostly fallen. 1.85 m floor of Room 3 to

bottom of stone lintel

Stonework: Walls faced with small, squarish blocks, about

0.20 m deep

Decoration: Two long colonnettes in exterior lower wall of

Room 1, near south end. Assume there were additional

colonnettes, now fallen, on north side of doorway as well

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Multiple doorways formed by round columns in

doorways of Rooms 3 and 6. Single, rectangular doorways
to Rooms 1 and 9.

Jambs: Faced with smad blocks, simdar to those used in

wall facings.
Lintels: Stone lintels, about 0.25 m thick

MEDIAL MOLDING: Fallen; no data

UPPER WALL ZONE: Fallen; no data

CORNICE: Fallen; no data

ROOF STRUCTURE: No roofcomb, but see notes on upper level

rooms

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Chenes-Puuc style

COMMENTS: As noted many years ago by Shook and

Proskouriakoff (1951). Structure I shows a combination of Chenes

and Puuc features. The most prominent

Chenes features are listed below:

1. Rooms on lower level with no offsets in end walls at

springline.

2. A three-part facade on the east side, wherein the

exterior walls of Rooms 3 and 6. together with the passageway
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below the stairway on this side, project out beyond the facades of

the adjacent rooms.

3. Doorjambs of rooms on lower level faced with small

blocks, similar to those used in wall facings.

4. Chenes-like stonework in interior walls and vaults. The

Puuc-like features include:

1. Offsets in end walls of rooms on upper level, west

side.

2. Long colonnettes in lower wall zone of Room 1,

east side.

3. Groups of three short colonnettes at the corners

of platforms of projecting stairways on both east and west sides,

lower level. The round doorway columns, with rectangular capitals

at top in doorways of Rooms 3 and 6 could also be considered as

a Puuc fature, but round columns can also be found in the

doorways of a few Chenes buddings.



STRUCTURE I - PLAN

TOHCOK, Campeche
Structure I

G.F. Andrews, 1997



SITE: IOHCOK BUILDING: STRUCTURE! DATE: 3/31/85

STRUCTURE 1. South side, showing remains of upper 1 pv-p 1 rooms, c/ *-*,

s

STRUCTURE 1. Ilor th- side, showing round doorway columns, Room 1.
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TOHCOK, Structure I, Main Group. East side, showing Rooms 1 & 3 and stairway

TOHCOK, St Main Grouip. Entrance to Room 3, east side



TOHCOK, Structure I, Main Group. Vaulted passageway below stairway, E. side

TOHCOK, Structure I, Main Group. Rooms 6 an d 9, east side
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SITE: TOHCOK DATE: March 31, 1985

STRUCTURE I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3

Length: 5.69 m

Width: 2.48 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.20 m floor to springline

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 4 - 0.76 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with 7 courses of small blocks, 0.15

to 0.20 m deep, only moderately wed cut. Set in even

courses.

Doorway: Jambs faced with smad blocks, similar to wad

stones. Large, round columns with square capitals (0.48 m

in diameter) in exterior doorway.

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: No data

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Observations: Stonework is Chenes in character.

Rectangular molding along back wall at height of raised

floor to Room 4. Projects 0.06 m beyond wall above.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About 0.07 m long wads. No offsets in

end wads-

Height: 1.44 m springline to bottom of capstone molding.

Form: Soffits show slight curvature-

Stonework: 8 courses of vault stones with square, beveled

faces, slab to wedge-shaped in section. Moderately well cut,

set in even courses-

Capstones: Molding below capstones about 0.06 m high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first

course of stones below springline

Observations: Vault stonework is Chenes in character,

rather than Puuc

Rooms 1 and 2: No data recorded; mostly fallen

;.
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SITE: TOHCOK NUMBER: DATE: March 31. 1985

STRUCTURE: I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 4

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.40 m

Width: 2.69 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.15 m, floor to springline

Thickness: 0.76 in at jambs: dividing all to Room 3

Stonework: Same as seen in Room 3. Eight courses of

Chenes-like wall facing stones

Doorway: Jambs faced with small blocks, similar to those

used for wall facings

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: No data

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Observations: Floor of Room 4 raised 0.10 m above floor of

Room 3. Large looter's hole in floor

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 0.06 m long walls. No offset in end walls

Height: 1.44 m springline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffits show slight curvature

Stonework: Eight courses of vault facing stones, only

moderately well cut. Set in even courses

Capstone: Capstone span about 0.53 m. Molding below

capstone 0.12 m high

Crossbeams: No data

Observations: One course of stones above lintel of doorway

between Rooms 4 and 3



SITE: TOHCOK NUMBER: DATE: March 31, 1985

STRUCTURE: I

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 5

DIMENSIONS:

Length: Unknown; south wad fallen

Width: 2.69 m

WALLS:

Height:

Thickness: Rear (east) wall is 4.83 m thick

Stonework: Same as in Rooms 3 and 4

Doorway: Exterior doorway now fallen. Shook reported

jambs were painted

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: No data

Observations: Looter's hole in north wall shows solid area

of fdl beyond: rubble stones with no mortar. (This is

space below rooms on intermediate level)

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 0.06 m long walls

Height: 1.62 m, springline to bottom of capstone molding,

outside wall. Note that springline is one course higher on

outside wad than on dividing wall

Form: Vault faces show sdght curvature

Stonework: Ten courses of vault facing stones, wedge

shaped profde

Capstones: No data

Crossbeams: No data

Other: Shook (1951) reported painted capstone in this room;

now missing

Observations: Vault mostly collapsed

COMMENTS: I bedeve this is the room with painted jambs and

painted capstone described by Shook and Proskouriakoff, but

cannot be sure since their plan of Structure I was not published.



SITE: TOHCOK NUMBER: DATE: March 8, 1997

STRUCTURE: I, Main Group

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 6

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.28 m

Width: 2.98 m at doorjambs

WALLS:

Height: 2.89 m floor to vault springline

Thickness: Exterior wad 0.60 m thick at doorjambs

Stonework Walls faced with 11 courses of squarish semi-

veneer type blocks, set in even courses

Doorways: 3 doorways in exterior (east) wall formed by 2

round columns with roughly square capitals. Columns are

0.41 m in diameter and 1.78 m center to center

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: None

Wad Openings: None, other than doorway in back wall to

rear room

Platforms: Floor to rear room raised about 0.10 m above

floor in this room

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About 0.04 m

Height: Uncertain; capstones fallen

For m : Vault face shows slight curvature

Stonework: Vault faced with 8+ courses of moderately well-

dressed, wedge shaped stones with beveled faces

Capstones: No data; fallen

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams just below springline near

ends of room

Other: Front half of vault completely codapsed

\6B
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SITE: TOHCOK NUMBER: DATE: March 8, 1997

STRUCTURE: I, Main Croup

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 7 (Rear room of Room 8)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.18 ;n

Width: 2.34 in

WALLS:

Height: 2.20 m floor to vault springline

Thickness: Dividing wad to front room 0.76 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with squarish blocks, set in even

courses

Doorways: Doorway to front room 0.94 in wide. Stone lintel

above. 0.45 m bottom of lintel to springline, 1.75 m floor to

bottom of lintel

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Platforms: None

Other: Floor of this room raised 0.10 m above floor of outer

room

VAULTS: yo data recorded



SITE: TOHCOK

NOTES ON ROOMS ON UPPER LEVELS

I have no detaded architectural data on any of the rooms on the

upper level(s) but my notes do indicate that the rooms on an

intermediate level on the west side, though mostly fallen, showed

offsets in both the long and end walls, a Puuc characteristic.

These rooms could be reached by a now faden, projecting stairway

on the west side.

Shook and Proskouriakoff (1951:238) suggested that the

rooms on the west side of the lower level had been fdled in at

some point in order to accomodate the construction of additional

rooms above. In contrast, my notes (and photos) indicate that the

floor level of the upper level rooms on this side are at an

intermediate level, which is about 0.55 m above the springline of

Room 5 on the lower level, showing that rooms on the upper level

were part of the original design and initial construction phase.

See Structure 2B5 at Sayd, which similarly has a room on an

intermediate level, flanked by rooms a half-level below.



SITE: TOHCOK NUMBER: DATE: 2/19/1987

STRUCTURE: II

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Four-room budding; three rooms in line

with an additional room behind central room. Building is now

much fallen and only the room at the east end (Room 1) offers any-

architectural details. No data on exterior details as all facing

stones, moldings, etc. have been stripped off by local inhabitants

for reuse in modern buildings.

ORIENTATION: 200 degrees magnetic, perpendicular to main facade

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.95 m

Width: 2.25 m

WALLS:

Height: Unknown; room partly fdled with debris

Thickness: No data

Stonework: Facing stones now completely stripped off b it

core shows imprints of small, squarish blocks, typical of

both Early Puuc and Chenes style architecture

Doorways: No data; fallen

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: No data

Wad Openings: Niche in rear wall about 0.40 ra from west

end wall. Niche is 0,76 ra wide, 0.37 m high and 0.45 m deep
Platforms: None

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 0.05 in long walls and end walls

Height: 1.67 m springline to top of vault

Form: Vault comes to a point at top; no capstones

S tonework: Vault faced with 8 courses of wedge-shaped
stones with beveled faces. Faces are fairly wed cut-and-

dressed.

Capstones: None, vault comes to a point
Crossbeams: Pairs of crossbeams near ends of room, 0.35 ra

from end wall, 0.40 m on center. Additional crossbeam at

bottom of 2nd course of stones below top of vault, 0.15 m

from end wad
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Other: Considerable plaster on vault faces; very thin and

smooth

OBSERVATIONS: Roof is several feet thick above point of vault.

Core of vault made of crude concrete.

30-40 m northeast of Structure I

Structure is located about
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SITE: TOHCOK DATE: 3/8/1992

SOUTHWEST GROUP

In Ma;arch of 1992 I examined a recently cleared group of

structures, situated a short distance southwest of the Main Group,

which I am calling the Southwest Group. This group is sited on a

low hill on the south side of the modern highway which bisects

the site. The hidside has been terraced into several levels and is

dominated by a badly fallen budding on top of the hill which I am

calling the "Hilltop Budding". We noted several chultunes in the

lower terraces but saw no other building remains.

The Hilltop Budding, which faced east, had six rooms: two

paradel rooms of three rooms each. None of the exterior is now

preserved but a portion of one standing vault shows typical

classic Puuc stonework and details.

lG<u
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SITE: UXMAL NUMBER: 16Qd(10):l DATE: 3/15/1997

SOUTH BUILDING, ADIVINO QUADRANGLE

The South Budding of this quadrangle has recently (1996) been

excavated and partly restored under the auspices of the Centro

Regional de Yucatan, I.N.A.H., with Jose Huchim H. as project

director. As I had expected, it Is very different from the other

three buildings of this quadrangle as it consists of a long range

building with 5 rooms: a long gaUery-type space opening to the

inner courtyard with three rooms in line to the rear. There is an

additional lateral room, a secondary addition, at the east end. The

long gallery is formed by a row of 13 round columns with roughly-

square capitals on its north side. At a later date, the doorway-

nearest the west end was filled in in order to provide space for a

large bench filling the west end of the gadery. In addition to the

bench at the west end of the gallery, there is an additional good-

sized rectangular bench near the center of the gallery as well as

another rectangular bench filling the south end of the lateral

room at the east end. All three benches are secondary additions.

The long vault over the gallery, and the rooms behind as

well, have been completely reconstructed and are much like the

vaults seen in the other buildings of the quadrangle.

The upper wall zone of the South Budding has been partly-

reconstructed and features two rows of projecting stones, tenoned

into the wad behind. While it is generady assumed that such

stones served as the support for stucco sculptures, there is

nothing at present to indicate the character of these sculptures,
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if they actuady were present. There is also a question of the

number and spacing of the projecting stones, since none were

found in place.

The platform supporting the South Budding, which is about

2.0 m high at the rear, projects southward from the rear wad for

a distance of about 6.0 m and includes the re.uai.is of at least one

room at its southern edge. A connecting platform immediately east

of the one supporting the South Building, which has two main

levels, makes it impossible to enter the Adivino Quadrangle at its

southeast corner.
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SITE: UXMAL NUMBER: 16Qd(10):l DATE: 3/15/1997

STRUCTURE: South Building, Adivino Quadrangle

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: In its original form, the South Budding of

the Nunnery Quadrangle consisted of a long gallery with 13 round

columns on its front (north) side, together with three parallel

rooms behind. At a later date a lateral room was added at the

east end raising the total to 5 rooms.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

ORIENTATION: 10 degrees, magnetic, perpendicular to Main Facade

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Rectangular

Size: 0.25 m high

Projection: 0.12 m from face of columns

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 2.27 m top of base molding to bottom of medial

molding
Stonework: Walls faced with 7 courses of moderately well

dressed squarish^ veneer- type blocks.

Thickness: Front wall 0.66 m thick at doorjamb

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Series of 14 doorways formed by 13 round columns

with squarish capitals. Columns about 0.39 m in diameter.

Capitals 0.51 m wide and 0.20 m high.

Jambs: Jambs faced with 3 courses of large blocks simdar

to those in facings

Lintels: Wood (now replaced with new beams and lintels

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single-member medial molding with inward sloping

face

Size: Molding about 0.20 m high

Projection: 0.15 m at bottom. About 0.09 m at top

Decoration: None

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain -

only partially reconstructed

Stonework: Faced with rectangular, veneer-type blocks

simdar to those used in lower wad facings
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Decoration: Numerous projecting stones set at top of 2nd

and 4th courses of upper wall stones. Assume these

supported stucco sculptures, long since faden, or removed

Other: Upper wall is vertical

CORNICE: No data -

completely fallen

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Late Classic Puuc Intermediate Style

COMMENTS: The long front gadery of the South Building, which is

formed by a row of 13 round columns, is unique for the Puuc

region as a whole. Whde E.W. Andrews IV described an Early

Puuc or Proto-Puuc style building at Sihunchen with a row of

eight round columns in its exterior wall, there are no known

examples of any buddings in the later Puuc styles (Intermediate,

Colonnette, Mosaic, or Late Uxmal styles) with more than 4

doorway columns in a single room. Whde colonnaded buddings are

found in considerable numbers at Chichen Itza, and in greater

numbers at Mayapan, the latter must post-date the South Budding

of the Adivino Quadrangle which probably was completed no later

than A.D. 750-800. The colonnaded buddings at Mayapan have

been dated to the Late Postclassic period and those at Chichen

Itza are prominent examples of the Toltec-Maya buddings at that

site, which cannot have been budt earlier than A.D. 800.

As noted many years ago by Proskouriakoff (1962:133) the

colonnaded halls at Chichen Itza are "more like galleries budt as

adjuncts to other buildings" whde those at Mayapan are "complete,

independent buddings". The building at Chichen Itza which most

closely resembles the South Budding of the Adivino Quadrangle is
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Structure 5B23, a three room budding with a gallery-type outer

room with six round doorway columns, and two rooms behind.

Unfortunately, Structure 5B23 is mostly fallen and its stylistic

attributes are not clear, making comparisons with other structures

almost impossible.

At the moment, I can offer no logical explanation for the

appearance of such a non-typical budding at Uxmal, except to

suggest that it is one of many buddings at Uxmal which differ

from typicad Puuc buddings elsewhere, including the Adivino

Pyramid itself, with its two-step substructure with great rounded

corners, a form that is not repeated elsewhere in the Puuc region.
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SITE: UXMAL NUMBER: 16Qd(10): 1 DATE:3/15/1997

STRUCTURE: South Budding, Adivino Quadrangle

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Outer Gallery)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 24.99 m

Width: 2.34 m to inside face of doorway columns: 2.21 m at

end walls

WALLS:

Height: 2.11 m, floor to springline

Thickness: front wall 0.61 m thick. Dividing wad to rear

room 0.61 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with 6 courses of moderately well

dressed^ squarish veneer-type blocks including 2 courses of

rather large blocks at bottom.

Door w ays: Multiple doorways formed by row of 13 columns

with square capitals

Rod Sockets: None in outside wall

Cordholders: None visible, partially due to reconstruction

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None other than doorways to rear rooms and

to lateral room at east end

Platforms: Large platform at west end, 2.31 m deep, 0.35 m

high. Large platform near center of gallery 1.75 m deep,

2.79 m long, about 0.51 m high

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 0.10 ra

Height: 1.62 m springline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Vault faces have straight sides

Stonework: Vault faced with 8 courses of moderately wed

finished wedge to boot-shaped stones

Capstones: Capstone span about 0.25 m

Crossbeams: Single row of crossbeams at springline,

according to reconstruction, with additional row at bottom of

uppermost vault stones

OBSERVATIONS: Very unusual gallery-type room as noted earder
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SITE: UXMAL NUMBER; 16Qd(10):l DATE: 3/15/1997

STRUCTURE: South Building, Adivino Quadrangle

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3 (Central Room, Rear)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.62 m

Width: 2.93 m

WALLS:

Height: 1.95 m floor to springline

Thickness: Dividing wall to front room 0.61 m thick

Stonework: Wads faced with 7 courses of moderately wed

dressed squarish blocks set in somewhat uneven courses

Doorways: Doorjambs faced with large blocks similar to

those used for wall facings. Wood lintel above 0.175 m thick

Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders: None

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Platforms: None

VAULTS:

Springdne Offset: 0.075 m

Height: 1.59 m springdne to bottom of capstone molding.

Molding about 0.10 m high

Form: Vault faces have straight sides

Stonework: Vault faced with 8 courses of wedge to boot-

shaped stones

Capstones: Capstone span about 0.46 m

Crossbeams: Probable crossbeams at springline and just

below capstone molding

OBSERVATIONS: Details of other rear rooms simdar to this room.

See dimensions below:

ROOM 5 (West End Room)

Length: 7.81 m

Width: 3.04 m at doorjamb

Note: Raised floor to this and other rear rooms about 0.12

m to 0.15 m high. Molding continues along rear wall with

0.05 m projection

\7<o
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ROOM 2 (East End Room, Rear)

Length: 7.73 m

Width: 2.81 m

LATERAL ROOM (East End)

Length: 5. GO m

Width: 2.22 m

Platforms: Large bench in south end - 2.16 m deep, 0.61 in

high

Other: West wall of this room is original east end wall of

main building
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UXMAL, Yucatan

South Bldg., Adivino Quad.
G.F. Andrews, 1997
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UXMAL, South Building, Adivino Quad. North elevation

UXMAL, South Building, Nunnery Quad. West end of north side
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UXMAL, South Building, Adivino Quad. at t. end
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UXMAL, South Build.inc, Adivino Quad. Platform ct east end
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SITE: UXMAL NUMBER: 16Qd(10):l DATE: 3/15/1997

NOTES ON THE WEST BUILDING (House of the Birds) OF ADIVINO

QUADRANGLE

The upper facade of the southern projecting room (Room 2) of the

House of the Birds has also recently been partiady restored and

now includes a projecting serpent head set at 45 degrees to its

southeast corner (see photo). The tenon supporting this head is

at the same height as the row of colonnettes in the next to lowest

member of the cornice molding.
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UXMAL, House of Birds. Centra L rooms, ecst side,wun uortol vault between

UXMAL, House of Birds. East side, showing doorways to Rooms 1 and 2
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UXMAL, House of Birds, Adivino Quad. Room 2, east side, showing featherwork & birds

UXMAL, House of Birds. Detail of upper facade, east side with serpent head
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